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1. Needle Size
Discuss the sizes of needles and why different animals require different sizes. See the additional page for 
the recommended size chart.  

Discuss the gauges – the bigger the number, the smaller the needle

Supplies Needed
• 14 Gauge Needle= 13 gauge jewelry wire (12-gauge wire) BLACK
• 16 Gauge needle=14-gauge jewelry wire GOLD
• 18-gauge needle  = 16-gauge jewelry wire COPPER
• 20-gauge needle= 19-gauge jewelry wire (18-gauge wire) SILVER

2. Injection Area/Procedure 
Have the youth poke each “needle” into the circus peanut and compare the size of the hole. This will 
mimic the injection sight in animals. 

In a different area, have participants pick another gauge and inject the peanut again. Before the pull the 
wire out, instruct them to bend the wire. This will demonstrate the bending of the “needle” and how it 
causes more damage to the skin/area. 

Continue discussions about why to pull needles out straight and to use
the appropriate size. 

Supplies Needed
• Jewelry Wire (from the previous lesson)
• Circus Peanuts 

Hands-On Lessons



A copy of this document can be found at go.osu.edu/GPP4smallgroup

3. Medication Label Race
Hang the medicine labels around the room. Place words/descriptions from the label on a table, upside 
down. 

Go over each word before the race starts and then break the group into two-four teams. Each team 
member picks a word from the table one at a time. Then run (or walk) towards the medicine label and 
place it in the correct area. 

First team to finish wins (they can get a piece of candy). The other teams could do their favorite animal 
sound as a celebration.

Supplies Needed
• Large Medication Labels (from a Skillathon Kit)
• Words/descriptions that go on the label
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